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ABSTRACT
We report the discovery and panchromatic followup observations of the young Type Ic supernova,
SN 2020oi, in M100, a grand design spiral galaxy at a mere distance of 14 Mpc. We followed up
with observations at radio, X-ray and optical wavelengths from only a few days to several months
after explosion. The optical behaviour of the supernova is similar to those of other normal Type Ic
supernovae. The event was not detected in the X-ray band but our radio observation revealed a bright
mJy source (Lν ≈ 1.2 × 1027erg s−1Hz−1). Given, the relatively small number of stripped envelope
SNe for which radio emission is detectable, we used this opportunity to perform a detailed analysis
of the comprehensive radio dataset we obtained. The radio emitting electrons initially experience a
phase of inverse Compton cooling which leads to steepening of the spectral index of the radio emission.
Our analysis of the cooling frequency points to a large deviation from equipartition at the level of
e/B & 200, similar to a few other cases of stripped envelope SNe. Our modeling of the radio data
suggests that the shockwave driven by the SN ejecta into the circumstellar matter (CSM) is moving at
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2∼ 3×104 km s−1. Assuming a constant mass-loss from the stellar progenitor, we find that the mass-loss
rate is M˙ ≈ 1.4×10−4M yr−1, for an assumed wind velocity of 1000 km s−1. The temporal evolution
of the radio emission suggests a radial CSM density structure steeper than the standard r−2.
1. INTRODUCTION
The various paths leading to a core-collapse super-
nova (SN), the explosive death of a massive star, are
still not fully understood. However, thanks to the in-
creasing number of transient discoveries over the last
decade, the study and characterization of thousands
of SNe have become possible. In particular, the dis-
covery of young SNe, a day to a few days after explo-
sion, and panchromatic followup allow to probe the
properties of the stellar progenitors.
In the optical, early observations led to the dis-
covery of high-excitation narrow emission lines (also
known as flash spectroscopy features; e.g. Gal-Yam
et al. 2014; Yaron et al. 2017; Groh 2014; Niemela
et al. 1985). These features likely originate from a
dense confined shell of circumstellar material (CSM),
ejected by the progenitor star several years only prior
to explosion. Early observations of such shells can
reveal the composition of the outer envelope of the
exploding star, before it is mixed with elements pro-
duced in the explosion itself.
Radio observations probe the interaction of the SN
ejecta with the CSM. The CSM closest to the star
has been deposited by mass-loss processes (e.g. stel-
lar winds or eruptive mass ejections). Thus early ra-
dio observations of young SNe provide information on
the mass-loss history of the progenitor star in its lat-
est evolutionary stage, leading to the explosion. As
the mass-loss process is linked to the star just prior
to explosion, understanding it empirically is a key ele-
ment in the overall quest for our understanding stellar
death.
Early radio observations have already provided
some surprises. For example, PTF 12gzk (Ben-Ami
et al. 2012) exhibited early faint radio emission that
peaked below 10 GHz several days after explosion
and quickly faded beyond detection when the SN
was ∼ 10 days old (Horesh et al. 2013a). This be-
haviour was also observed in SN 2007gr (Soderberg
et al. 2010b) and SN 2002ap (Berger et al. 2002). It
may point to a fast (0.2 − 0.3 c) shockwave traveling
in a low density CSM environment. Clearly it can
only be captured if observations are undertaken early
enough. Such SNe, with relatively high shockwave
velocities, may represent an understudied population
of SNe that link normal Type Ic SNe to relativistic
ones. Early radio observations may also play a role
studying new types of transients. For instance, early
observations of SN 2018cow (Ho et al. 2019), an op-
tical fast blue transient, revealed a bright plateau of
millimeter-wave (mm) emission. The early behaviour
of the mm-emission is still not well understood, es-
pecially when compared to the radio emission at cm-
wavelength, that may be explained by a decelerating
circumstellar shockwave (Margutti et al. 2019; Horesh
et al., in prep).
While the study of the recent mass-loss history
from massive stars, via radio (and sometimes also X-
ray) observations, is important for all types of SNe,
those of stripped envelope SNe (of spectral Types
IIb/Ib/Ic ) are of particular interest. These SNe
must have undergone enhanced mass-loss in order
to lose most of their hydrogen, and in some cases
also helium, envelopes. Radio emission has been
detected from a number of nearby stripped enve-
lope SNe (e.g. SN 2004cc, SN 2007bg, SN 1990B,
SN 1994I, and SN 2003L Wellons et al. 2012; Salas
et al. 2013; Chevalier & Fransson 2006 and references
therein). A comprehensive view of the ongoing pro-
cesses in the SN-CSM shockwave can be obtained if
X-ray and optical data are combined with radio mea-
surements. Early combined radio to X-ray observa-
tions of SN 2011dh (Soderberg et al. 2012; Horesh
et al. 2013b) pointed towards a large deviation from
equipartition between the shockwave accelerated elec-
tron energy and the shockwave enhanced magnetic
field energy. Other examples include SN 2012aw (Ya-
dav et al. 2014) in which the steep radio spectrum ob-
served early on showed a significant inverse Compton
cooling at frequencies above 1 GHz, and SN 2013df
(Kamble et al. 2016) that also showed signs of elec-
tron cooling by inverse Compton scattering in the ra-
dio band. The inverse Compton scattering process
in these SNe resulted in enhanced X-ray emission.
In both SNe, large deviations from equipartition was
found (by a factor of ∼ 200).
The past observations show the considerable di-
agnostic value resulting from radio observations of
3young SNe. Here, we report the optical discovery of
SN 2020oi, a nearby stripped envelope SN of Type Ic
(§ 2). We conducted a comprehensive radio observ-
ing campaign of SN 2020oi with various facilities (§ 3)
and also obtained X-ray measurements with the Swift
satellite (§ 4). We present our detailed analysis of the
radio measurements in (§ 5) and conclude in § 6.
2. OPTICAL OBSERVATIONS
2.1. Initial Discovery and Observations
Supernova SN 2020oi (a.k.a. ZTF 20aaelulu) in
M100 (NGC 4321; at a distance of ≈ 14 Mpc; see
§ 2.2) was discovered in r-band images obtained by
the Zwicky Transient Facility (ZTF; Bellm et al.
2019a; Graham et al. 2019; Dekany et al. 2020) on
2020 January 7 at coordinates α = 12h22m54.93s,
δ = +15◦49′25.1′′ (J2000.0). It was initially reported
to the Transient Name Server (TNS1) by the Auto-
matic Learning for the Rapid Classification of Events
(ALeRCE) transient broker service (Forster et al.
2020), which feeds off the ZTF public data stream
(Patterson et al. 2019). These authors noted that
SN 2020oi exhibited a fast rising light curve with an
initial r-band magnitude of 17.3± 0.04. Inspection of
the ZTF partnership survey data (Bellm et al. 2019b)
showed that SN 2020oi was also detected in the g-
band by the Palomar 48-inch (P48) telescope on Ju-
lian Date (JD) 2458855.9588, a few hours before the
first reported r-band detection. As noted in Forster
et al. (2020), a non-detection limit of 20.5 in r-band
was obtained at the position of SN 2020oi by the P48
telescope on 2020 January 4, 2.9 days prior to first de-
tection. Spectroscopic observations carried out using
the SOAR telescope revealed that SN 2020oi is a Type
Ic supernova (Siebert et al. 2020). Thus, SN 2020oi is
one of the most nearby stripped-envelope supernovae
in the past decade.
Upon discovery, we triggered photometric observa-
tions with the Las Cumbres Observatory (LCO) tele-
scope network. In addition to photometric observa-
tions, we carried out 16 spectroscopic observations
of SN 2020oi over the first three months after dis-
covery using multiple telescopes: the P60 telescope
(equipped with SEDM; Blagorodnova et al. 2018),
the Nordic Optical Telescope (NOT), the Palomar
1 https://wis-tns.weizmann.ac.il/
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Figure 1. Absolute SDSS g- (blue), r- (red) and i-band (yel-
low) light-curves as well as bolometric (black solid line) and gri
pseudo-bolometric (black dashed line) light-curves. P48 data
is shown as filled circles, LCO data as crosses, and spline fits
to the P48 data as solid lines.
200-inch telescope (P200) and the Keck Telescope
(KECK). The log of these spectral observations is pro-
vided in Table 1 (see also TNS reports on additional
photometric measurements by ATLAS, Pan-STARRS
and Gaia).
2.2. Data Reduction and Analysis
In the following, we adopt the time of explosion
(or time of first light) as the mid-point between last
non-detection (3 days prior to detection) and first de-
tection, and use the same time window for the un-
certainty on the explosion time. Throughout the pa-
per we thus assume that SN 2020oi exploded on JD
2458854.50± 1.46 (UT 2020 January 06).
The host galaxy M100 has many redshift-
independent distance measurements cataloged on
NED2, and in this paper we adopt a distance of 14
Mpc corresponding to a distance modulus of 30.72±
0.06 mag. According to Schlafly & Finkbeiner (2011)
the Milky Way extinction in the direction of M100 is
E(B−V) = 0.023 mag, which we will adopt here. As
described at the end of the section, we estimate the
2 https://ned.ipac.caltech.edu
4host extinction to 0.13 mag, giving a total E(B−V)
of 0.153 mag.
In Fig. 1 we show the absolute SDSS g-, r- and
i-band light-curves as well as spline fits to the P48
data. The P48 photometry was reduced with the
ZTF production pipeline (Masci et al. 2019), using
image subtraction based on the Zackay et al. (2016)
algorithm. The LCO photometry was reduced with
the pipeline described in Fremling et al. (2016), us-
ing image-subtraction with template images from the
Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS; Ahn et al. 2014). In
Fig. 1 we also show the gri pseudo-bolometric light-
curve, calculated from the spline fits to the P48 broad-
band light-curves using the method by Ergon et al.
(2014), as well as the bolometric light-curve using the
bolometric corrections by Lyman et al. (2014).
From the spline fits to the P48 broad-band light-
curves we measure rise times to peak tg = 10.2 days,
tr = 11.9 days and ti = 12.5 days, peak absolute
magnitudes Mg = −17.3 mag, Mr = −17.3 mag
and Mi = −17.0 mag, and decline rates from the
peak ∆Mg,15 = 2.09 mag, ∆Mr,15 = 1.53 mag and
∆Mi,15 = 1.24 mag.
From the gri pseudo-bolometric and bolometric
light-curves we measure rise times to peak tgri = 10.8
days and tbol = 10.5 days, peak bolometric magni-
tudes Mgri = −16.5 mag and Mbol = −17.2 mag, and
decline rates from the peak ∆Mgri,15 = 1.64 mag and
∆Mbol,15 = 1.54 mag. The r-band peak magnitude
is within one sigma rms from the average value in
the distribution of 44 normal SNe Ic from iPTF (Bar-
barino et al. in prep.). However, SN 2020oi evolves
faster than most SNe in this sample, and the r-band
rise time lies at the lower extreme, and the r-band
decline rate at the higher extreme of the distribution.
The SEDM Integrated Field Unit (IFU) spectra
were reduced using pySEDM (Rigault et al. 2019),
whereas the NOT and P200 spectra were reduced
with custom built long slit pipelines (Bellm & Sesar
2016). We note that whereas SEDM was primarily
constructed to allow classification (see e.g. Fremling
et al. 2019), for this bright nearby supernova the spec-
tral sequence was actually of good quality and also
enabled measurements of line velocities.
The sequence of spectra is plotted in Fig. 2. The
phases in rest-frame days, with respect to the explo-
sion time, are reported next to each spectrum. At
5 days we measure an absorption minimum veloc-
ity and an equivalent with of the O I 7774 A˚ line of
14 557 km s−1 and 66 A˚, respectively. At 12 days (r-
band peak) we measure an absorption minimum ve-
locity and an equivalent width of the O I 7774 A˚ line
of 12 443 km s−1 and 59 A˚, respectively. Those values
are within one sigma rms from the average values in
the distribution of 56 normal SNe Ic from PTF and
iPTF (Fremling et al. 2018), although the velocities
are on the higher side of the distribution. All ob-
servations will be made public via WISeREP3, upon
publication.
There appear to be some evidence that the SN ex-
ploded in a dense region. We estimate the reddening
in two ways. First, we measure the equivalent width
of the Na I D line in the high-quality spectrum from
Keck, and obtain 0.74± 0.13 A˚ where the error is es-
timated by using multiple choices of the continuum
level. Alternatively, we can attempt to individually
measure 0.55 and 0.30 A˚ for Na I D2 and D1 indepen-
dently (from de-blending two Gaussians). Using the
formalism from Poznanski et al. (2012), this provide
estimates of E(B-V) = 0.10+0.05−0.03 mag, and 0.14±0.05
mag, respectively.
In addition, we compared the optical colors of SN
2020oi with those of other striped envelope SNe and
following the method of Stritzinger et al. (2018) this
results in E(B-V) = 0.13 mag. Although none of the
methods used are precise, they are in rough agree-
ment, and in this section we have adopted E(B-V) =
0.13 mag for the host extinction.
3. RADIO OBSERVATIONS
Radio observations of SN 2020oi were rapidly ini-
tiated using several facilities, including the Karl G.
Jansky Very Large Array (VLA), the Arcminute Mi-
crokelvin Imager - Large Array (AMI-LA; Zwart et al.
2008; Hickish et al. 2018), The Australian Telescope
Compact Array (ATCA; Wilson et al. 2011) and the
e-MERLIN Telescope. A possible radio detection in
C band was reported on 2020 January 10 (Horesh &
Sfaradi 2020a) using the VLA under a public obser-
vation undertaken by the National Radio Astronomy
Observatory (NRAO). A confirmation of the radio de-
tection was made by the AMI-LA telescope (Sfaradi
3 https://wiserep.weizmann.ac.il
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Figure 2. The optical spectral evolution of SN 2020oi. The phases, in rest-frame days, are provided next to each spectrum.
et al. 2020). Additional detection using the VLA un-
der a public observation undertaken by the NRAO
was made on January 11, 2020, in Q band (Horesh &
Sfaradi 2020b). We then initiated a radio observing
campaign of SN 2020oi under several director discre-
tionary time (DDT) programs on the following fa-
cilities: VLA (PI Horesh); AMI-LA (PI Fender &
Horesh); ATCA (PI Dobie); e-MERLIN (PI Perez-
Torres & Horesh). Below we report the radio obser-
vations by each facility, the data reduction process
and present the results.
3.1. The Karl G. Jansky Very Large Array
We observed the field of SN 2020oi with the VLA
on several epochs starting January 10, 2020. The ob-
servations (both under a public NRAO program and
under our DDT program VLA/19B-350; PI Horesh)
were performed in the C- (5 GHz), X- (10 GHz),
Ku- (15 GHz), K- (22 GHz), Ka- (33 GHz), and Q-
(44 GHz) bands. The VLA was in its most compact
(D) configuration during the observations conducted
up until January 28, 2020, and in the more extended
C configuration from February 10, 2020 onward.
We calibrated the data using the automated VLA
calibration pipeline available in the Common Astron-
omy Software Applications (CASA) package (Mc-
Mullin et al. 2007). Additional flagging was con-
ducted manually when needed. Our primary flux den-
sity calibrator was 3C286, while J1215+1654 was used
as a phase calibrator. Images of the SN 2020oi field
were produced using the CASA task CLEAN in an
interactive mode. Each image was produced using
2 GHz bandwidth within the VLA bands, resulting in
two images for the C- and X-bands, three images for
the Ku-band and four images for the K-, Ka- and Q-
6Table 1. Summary of Optical Spectroscopic Observations
Observation Date Phase Telescope+Instrument
(YYYY MMM DD) (rest-frame days)
2020 Jan 11 5.4 P60+SEDM
2020 Jan 14 8.1 NOT+ALFOSC
2020 Jan 18 12.3 P200+DBSP
2020 Jan 23 17.4 P60+SEDM
2020 Jan 23 17.4 P60+SEDM
2020 Jan 25 19.4 P60+SEDM
2020 Jan 29 23.3 P60+SEDM
2020 Jan 29 24.0 NOT+ALFOSC
2020 Feb 05 30.1 P60+SEDM
2020 Feb 14 39.1 P60+SEDM
2020 Feb 18 44.0 NOT+ALFOSC
2020 Feb 21 46.2 P60+SEDM
2020 Mar 03 56.9 P60+SEDM
2020 Mar 12 66.7 NOT+ALFOSC
2020 Mar 22 76.5 KECK+LRIS
2020 Apr 20 106.1 NOT+ALFOSC
bands. We also produced images of the full band data
for each epoch.
Most observations showed a source at the phase cen-
ter, which we fitted with the CASA task IMFIT. The
image rms was calculated using the CASA task IM-
STAT. A summary of the flux density at different ob-
serving time and frequency, for the full band images,
are reported in Table 2. We estimate the error of the
peak flux density to be a quadratic sum of the image
rms, the error produced by CASA task IMFIT and
10 % calibration error. See the online table for more
information.
3.2. The Arcminute Microkelvin Imager - Large
Array
Radio observations of the field of SN 2020oi were
conducted using the AMI-LA telescope. AMI-LA is a
radio interferometer comprised of eight, 12.8-m diam-
eter, antennas producing 28 baselines which extend
from 18-m up to 110-m in length and operates with a
5 GHz bandwidth around a central frequency of 15.5
GHz. The first AMI-LA observation of SN 2020oi oc-
curred on January 11, 2020, about five days after ex-
plosion, for four hours. We then continued monitoring
SN 2020oi with high cadence observations.
Initial data reduction, flagging and calibration of
the phase and flux, were carried out using reduce dc,
a customized AMI-LA data reduction software pack-
age (e.g. Perrott et al. 2013). Phase calibration
was conducted using short interleaved observations of
J1215+1654, while daily observations of 3C286 were
used for absolute flux calibration. Additional flag-
ging was performed using CASA. Images of the field
of SN 2020oi were produced using CASA task CLEAN
in an interactive mode. We fitted the source in the
phase center of the images with the CASA task IM-
FIT, and calculated the image rms with the CASA
task IMSTAT. We estimate the error of the peak flux
density to be a quadratic sum of the image rms, the
error produced by CASA task IMFIT and 5 % cali-
bration error. The flux density at each time and fre-
quency are reported in Table 2.
3.3. The e-MERLIN Telescope
We monitored SN 2020oi with e-MERLIN4 at C-
band. Observations were conducted within projects
DD9007 and CY10006 and consisted of eight runs be-
tween January 13 and March 06, 2020, each obser-
vation lasting between 5 to 15 hours. The central
frequency was 5.1 GHz with a bandwidth of 512 MHz
divided in 512 frequency channels. 3C286 and OQ208
were used as amplitude and bandpass calibrators, re-
spectively. The phase calibrator, J1215+1654, was
correlated at position αJ2000.0 = 12
h15m03.s9791 and
δJ2000.0 = 16
◦54′37.′′957 at a separation of 2.1 deg
from the target, and was detected with a flux den-
sity of 0.31 Jy.
Data reduction was conducted using the e-MERLIN
CASA pipeline5 using version v1.1.16 running on
CASA version 5.6.2. Before averaging the data, we
applied a phase-shift towards the location of an in-
beam source located at 1.8 deg from the target that
was used as a reference source to verify the ampli-
tude calibration stability between epochs. A common
model for the phase reference calibrator was used to
calibrate and image each run. When possible, a phase
self-calibration was conducted on the target with one
solution per scan combining all the spectral windows.
We produced clean images for the target and the in-
beam reference source using wsclean (Offringa et al.
2014) with Briggs weighting using a robust parame-
4 http://www.e-merlin.ac.uk/
5 https://github.com/e-merlin/eMERLINCASApipeline
7ter of 0.5 and a cell size of 8 mas. The synthesized
beam was almost circular with a width of approxi-
mately 40 mas. The average flux density of the in-
beam reference source is 0.36 ± 0.02 mJy. Results of
the measurements are shown in Table 2. We include
a 10% uncertainty to the absolute flux density.
3.4. The Australian Telescope Compact Array
We conducted two observations of SN 2020oi us-
ing the 6A configuration of ATCA under a Target-of-
Opportunity proposal (CX456, PI: Dobie) on January
11 and 18, 2020. Observations were carried out in the
4 cm and 15 mm bands, with 2 × 2 GHz bands cen-
tered on 5.5/9 GHz and 16.7/21.2 GHz respectively.
We used observations of PKSB1934 − 638 to deter-
mine the flux scale of all observations and the band-
pass response of the 4 cm observations. The 15 mm
bandpass response was calculated using observations
of 1253− 055. Observations of 1222 + 216 were used
to calibrate the complex gains of all observations.
The visibility data were reduced using standard
MIRIAD (Sault et al. 1995) routines. In addition,
we performed one round of phase-only self-calibration
(using a small number of iterations) on the 15 mm
data. The data were imaged using the MIRIAD clean
task using a threshold of ∼ 8 times the estimated
noise background.
We fit a point source at the phase centre using the
MIRIAD imfit task, allowing all parameters to freely
vary. A summary of the flux density at the different
observing frequencies is reported in Table 2.
3.5. Background radio emission
Archival radio data of the field of SN 2020oi is
available from the Faint Images of the Radio Sky
at Twenty-Centimeters (FIRST; Becker et al. 1994)
and the NRAO VLA Sky Survey (NVSS; Condon
et al. 1998) archives. They show several nearby radio
sources at 1.4 GHz, with the closest ones at 4” and
8” from the reported position of the SN. These radio
sources may present a concern for observations con-
ducted with relatively large synthesized beams, as the
emission from them can contaminate the SN position.
As described previously, during our observations
the VLA changed its configuration from the compact
D configuration to the more extended C configura-
tion. Our VLA observations in D configuration had
a limited resolution in the Ku-band (lower frequen-
cies were not observed). Hence, we could not resolve
the SN emission from the known nearby radio sources.
This contamination is visible in the upper left panel of
Fig. 3, showing underlying excess emission in the Ku-
band image when the VLA was in D configuration.
However, in the upper right panel of this figure, the
image of the Ku-band when the VLA was in C con-
figuration shows only negligible contamination. Due
to this, flux measurements of Ku-band data taken at
D configuration are reported in Table 2, but are not
used in our analysis.
Observations conducted in C-band and at the lower
sub-band of X-band (9 GHz), when the VLA was in C
configuration, are also affected by contamination from
the nearby known sources. The lower right image in
Fig. 3 shows the C-band image of SN 2020oi when the
VLA is in C configuration. This image, which exhibits
similar features to the ones shown in the Ku-band at
D configuration, shows the excessive emission which
effects this band. For convenience, we do not show
the 9 GHz image but this image also shows additional
emission at the SN position due to the nearby sources.
Due to this, flux measurements below 10 GHz that
were taken at C configuration are reported in Table
2, but are not used in our analysis.
AMI-LA has a limited resolution at its observing
frequency of 15.5 GHz due to its short baselines. This
results in a large synthetic beam of ≈ 30”. Hence,
we cannot resolve the SN emission from the emission
of the known nearby sources and the diffuse emission
from the host at any time. As seen in Fig. 3 we only
detect a point source which is comprised of the SN
emission and the nearby sources.
Due to the high declination of the source the syn-
thesised beam of ATCA is highly elongated and in the
4 cm band (5.5 and 9 GHz) we find it is too elongated
to reliably distinguish between emission from the SN
and the nearby sources. We therefore do not include
these measurements in our analysis.
Table 2. SN 2020oi - radio observations
∆t Frequency Fν Image RMS Telescope
[Days] [GHz] [mJy/beam] [mJy]
4.72 15.5 10.42± 0.62 0.07 AMI-LA
5.15 44 5.12± 0.52 0.03 VLA:D
Table 2 continues
8Figure 3. Contour maps of the field of SN 2020oi (The SN is marked by a red ’×’) on different phases and frequencies. These images
are examples of how the background contamination discussed in § 3.5 varies according to telescope configuration and the observed
band. Top panels show images taken with the VLA in the Ku-band. Left panel is from January 28th, 2020, when the VLA was in D
configuration, while the right panel shows an image from February 10th, 2020, when the VLA was in C configuration. The bottom
left panel is an AMI-LA 15.5 GHz image from January 28th, 2020. The bottom right image is a VLA C-band image from February
16th, 2020. Due to the contamination seen in the Ku-band images taken when the VLA was in D configuration, and in the VLA
C-band images, we do not use these bands (see § 3.5). The contours represents 10%, 30%, 50% and 70% of the peak reported in Table
2.
∆t Frequency Fν Image RMS Telescope
[Days] [GHz] [mJy/beam] [mJy]
5.3 5.5a 0.52± 0.07 0.03 ATCA
5.3 9a 0.46± 0.05 0.02 ATCA
5.3 16.7 2.03± 0.21 0.03 ATCA
Table 2 continues
∆t Frequency Fν Image RMS Telescope
[Days] [GHz] [mJy/beam] [mJy]
5.3 21.2 2.64± 0.27 0.05 ATCA
6.03 44 4.85± 0.49 0.03 VLA:D
6.03 33 5.07± 0.51 0.01 VLA:D
Table 2 continues
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[Days] [GHz] [mJy/beam] [mJy]
6.03 22 4.22± 0.43 0.01 VLA:D
6.03 15a 3.04± 0.34 0.01 VLA:D
6.62 15.5 12.53± 0.68 0.05 AMI-LA
7.03 44 3.75± 0.38 0.04 VLA:D
7.03 33 4.37± 0.44 0.01 VLA:D
7.03 22 4.41± 0.46 0.01 VLA:D
7.03 15a 3.80± 0.39 0.01 VLA:D
7.03 5.1 0.22± 0.06 0.04 e-MERLIN
9.62 15.5 12.8± 0.67 0.06 AMI-LA
11.02 33 1.84± 0.19 0.02 VLA:D
11.02 22 2.91± 0.3 0.01 VLA:D
11.02 15a 4.28± 0.44 0.09 VLA:D
11.02 5.1 0.67± 0.09 0.04 e-MERLIN
11.76 15.5 11.85± 0.66 0.05 AMI-LA
12.72 15.5 11.56± 0.64 0.04 AMI-LA
12.99 44 0.95± 0.11 0.03 VLA:D
12.99 33 1.36± 0.15 0.01 VLA:D
12.99 22 2.21± 0.23 0.01 VLA:D
12.99 15a 3.40± 0.41 0.09 VLA:D
12.99 5.1 1.16± 0.17 0.09 e-MERLIN
13.6 15.5 10.97± 0.56 0.05 AMI-LA
14.6 15.5 10.57± 0.56 0.07 AMI-LA
16.7 15.5 11.37± 0.59 0.08 AMI-LA
17.63 15.5 10.52± 0.53 0.08 AMI-LA
17.98 44 0.48± 0.06 0.03 VLA:D
17.98 33 0.70± 0.08 0.01 VLA:D
17.98 22 1.16± 0.14 0.01 VLA:D
17.98 15a 2.34± 0.25 0.01 VLA:D
18.62 15.5 9.89± 0.51 0.05 AMI-LA
19.59 15.5 9.37± 0.5 0.06 AMI-LA
20.69 15.5 9.40± 0.49 0.06 AMI-LA
21.56 15.5 9.49± 0.49 0.09 AMI-LA
21.98 44 0.35± 0.05 0.03 VLA:D
21.98 33 0.54± 0.07 0.02 VLA:D
21.98 22 0.97± 0.10 0.01 VLA:D
21.98 15a 1.80± 0.19 0.01 VLA:D
23.61 15.5 9.61± 0.49 0.05 AMI-LA
Table 2 continues
∆t Frequency Fν Image RMS Telescope
[Days] [GHz] [mJy/beam] [mJy]
24.59 15.5 9.12± 0.49 0.06 AMI-LA
24.71 5.1 2.18± 0.22 0.03 e-MERLIN
27.57 15.5 8.89± 0.46 0.05 AMI-LA
29.56 15.5 8.62± 0.47 0.07 AMI-LA
30.36 5.1 2.30± 0.23 0.02 e-MERLIN
34.93 44 0.20± 0.05 0.04 VLA:C
34.93 33 0.29± 0.04 0.02 VLA:C
34.93 22 0.48± 0.06 0.02 VLA:C
34.93 15 0.77± 0.08 0.01 VLA:C
38.36 5.1 2.19± 0.25 0.09 e-MERLIN
38.55 15.5 9.70± 0.52 0.06 AMI-LA
40.95 33 0.29± 0.04 0.02 VLA:C
40.95 22 0.46± 0.05 0.01 VLA:C
40.95 15 0.67± 0.08 0.01 VLA:C
40.95 10a 1.12± 0.13 0.01 VLA:C
40.95 6a 2.78± 0.30 0.03 VLA:C
41.93 33 0.32± 0.04 0.02 VLA:C
41.93 22 0.47± 0.05 0.01 VLA:C
41.93 15 0.71± 0.07 0.01 VLA:C
41.93 10a 1.07± 0.13 0.01 VLA:C
41.93 6a 2.62± 0.28 0.02 VLA:C
45.52 15.5 9.77± 0.52 0.09 AMI-LA
52.62 15.5 9.17± 0.49 0.06 AMI-LA
57.5 15.5 9.05± 0.48 0.05 AMI-LA
59.29 5.1 1.39± 0.18 0.07 e-MERLIN
60.29 5.1 1.44± 0.16 0.05 e-MERLIN
62.48 15.5 9.15± 0.51 0.08 AMI-LA
68.5 15.5 8.57± 0.51 0.05 AMI-LA
70.79 33 0.20± 0.03 0.01 VLA:C
70.79 22 0.25± 0.03 0.01 VLA:C
70.79 15 0.37± 0.05 0.01 VLA:C
70.79 10a 0.59± 0.09 0.01 VLA:C
70.79 6a 1.55± 0.17 0.02 VLA:C
72.55 15.5 10.01± 0.56 0.11 AMI-LA
93.76 33 0.09± 0.02 0.01 VLA:C
93.76 22 0.20± 0.03 0.01 VLA:C
93.76 15 0.27± 0.04 0.01 VLA:C
Table 2 continues
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∆t Frequency Fν Image RMS Telescope
[Days] [GHz] [mJy/beam] [mJy]
93.76 10a 0.47± 0.07 0.01 VLA:C
93.76 6a 1.44± 0.15 0.02 VLA:C
Table 2. A summary of the radio observations conducted with the
VLA, AMI-LA, e-MERLIN and ATCA. The first possible detection
reported in §3 is not reported here due to high contamination from
the nearby sources (see §3.5). The columns from left to right are as
follows: Time since explosion in days; Observed central frequency
in GHz, frequencies marked with a are suspected to be contami-
nated from nearby sources and are not used in our analysis (see
§ 3.5); Peak flux density in mJy/beam; Image RMS in mJy; The
telescope with which the observation was made. For the VLA ob-
servations, the letter after the colon is for the array configuration
of the VLA at the time of observation.
4. X-RAY OBSERVATIONS
4.1. Observations and data reduction
Swift observed SN 2020oi with its on board X-ray
telescope (XRT; Burrows et al. 2005) in the energy
range from 0.3 to 10 keV between 8 January and 28
February 2020. Swift also observed the field in 2005–
2006 and 2019. We omit the 2019 data because they
are affected by SN 2019ehk. We analysed all data with
the online tools of the UK Swift team6 that use the
methods described in Evans et al. (2007) and Evans
et al. (2009) and the software package HEAsoft 7 ver-
sion 6.26.1 (Blackburn 1995).
4.2. Results
To build the light curve of SN 2020oi and examine
whether any other X-ray source is present at the SN
position, we stack the data of each observing segment.
We detect emission at the SN position in data from
2005–2006 and in the 2020 data sets. The average
count rate in 2005–2006 is 0.013 ± 0.001 ct s−1 and
its rms is 0.005 ct s−1 (0.3–10 keV). The count rate
of the data from 2020 is comparable. Spectra of the
two epochs show no differences to within the errors,
corroborating that the same source dominates (the
emission), i.e., the SN is not dominating the X-ray
emission.
To recover the SN flux, we numerically subtracted
the baseline flux. The error of the baseline-subtracted
6 https://www.swift.ac.uk/user objects/
7 https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/software/heasoft/
Table 3. Swift/XRT photometry
Time Phase Flux
[MJD] [Days] [10−13 erg cm−2 s−1]
58856.96 2.96 1.02± 0.98
58857.96 3.96 1.48± 1.56
58858.96 4.96 < 2.20
58859.96 5.96 < 2.26
58860.96 6.96 < 4.48
58876.96 22.96 1.35± 2.85
58887.96 33.96 < 5.08
58898.96 44.96 2.72± 2.32
58906.96 52.96 < 4.69
SN data was computed by adding the standard error
of the baseline flux in quadrature to the total error.
To convert count-rate to flux, we extracted a spec-
trum of the 2005–2006 data set. The spectrum is ad-
equately described with an absorbed power-law where
the two absorption components represent absorption
in the Milky Way and in the host galaxy. The Galac-
tic equivalent neutral-hydrogen column density was
fixed to 2.14 × 1020 cm−2. The best-fit values of the
host absorption is 1.7+0.7−0.6 cm
−2 and the photon in-
dex8 2.9 ± 0.3 (all uncertainties at 90% confidence;
χ2 = 209, degrees of freedom = 162). To convert
the count-rate into flux, we use an unabsorbed energy
conversion factor of 4× 10−11 erg cm−2 ct−1. Table 3
summarises the flux measurements. In that table, we
report 3σ limits for epochs, where the debiased flux
level is negative. Furthermore, we applied a 1-day
binning. As shown in the table, we do not find any
significant X-ray emission from SN 2020oi, with an
approximate upper limit of . 5× 10−13 erg cm−2 s−1
(LX . 1.2× 1040erg s−1).
5. RADIO DATA MODELING AND ANALYSIS
In the following section we analyse and model the
radio data shown in §3 using the SN-CSM interac-
tion model described in Chevalier (1981). Under the
Chevalier model the SN ejecta drive a shockwave into
the CSM. As a result, electrons are accelerated at
the shockwave front and gyrate in the presence of
a magnetic field that is amplified by the shockwave.
This gives rise to synchrotron emission which is usu-
8 The photon index is defined as A(E) ∝ E−Γ.
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ally observed in radio waves (Chevalier 1982). The
synchrotron emission from the SN can also be ab-
sorbed, e.g., by synchrotron self absorption (SSA;
Chevalier 1998) and/or by free-free absorption (FFA;
Weiler et al. 2002). Past observations have shown
that in most cases for Type Ic SNe, SSA is domi-
nant over FFA (e.g. Chevalier & Fransson 2006) and
we thus use the SSA model described by Chevalier
(1998) here.
In the CSM shockwave model, the accelerated rel-
ativistic electrons have a power-law energy distribu-
tion, N(E) = N0E
−p. Under the SSA only model, the
flux from the SN in the optically thick regime (ν < νa,
where νa is the frequency at which the optical depth
is around unity) is described by
Sν ∝ piR
2
D2
B−1/2ν5/2. (1)
Above νa, in the optically thin regime, the flux is
Sν ∝ 4pifR
3
3D2
N0B
(p+1)/2ν−(p−1)/2, (2)
where R is the radius of the radio emitting shell, B is
the magnetic field strength, D is the distance to the
SN and f is the emission filling factor.
Measurements of the radio emitting shell radius and
of the magnetic field at the shockwave front, can be
obtained at any given time using the observed radio
spectral peak, Fνa , and peak frequency νa, at that
time (Chevalier & Fransson 2006). Assuming p = 3,
the radius is given by
R =4.0× 1014 f−1/19eB
(
f
0.5
)−1/19(
Fνa
mJy
)9/19
(
D
Mpc
)18/19 ( νa
5 GHz
)−1
cm, (3)
and the magnetic field strength is
B =1.1 f
−4/19
eB
(
f
0.5
)−4/19(
Fνa
mJy
)−2/19
(
D
Mpc
)−4/19 ( νa
5 GHz
)
G (4)
where feB is the ratio between the fraction of shock
wave energy deposited in relativistic electrons (e)
and the fraction of shock wave energy converted to
magnetic fields (B).
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Figure 4. Radio emission as a function of observing fre-
quency, for different epochs. These radio measurements were
produced by the VLA, e-MERLIN and ATCA as described in
§3 and reported in Table 2.
In our analysis below, we will model the data in sev-
eral ways (similar to e.g. Horesh et al. 2013b). First,
data from observing epochs where a radio peak is
present, will be analyzed individually by fitting single
epoch spectra models to those measurements. These
individual fits will provide single measurements of the
shockwave radius, the magnetic field and the power-
law of the electron energy distribution. Second, we
model the temporal evolution of single frequencies.
Then, we also attempt to perform a combined fit of
the full dataset that includes also the time evolution
of the radio emission.
5.1. Single Epoch Spectral Modeling
Here we perform individual analysis of the broad-
band spectral radio data obtained on five to thirteen
days after explosion, according to Eq. 3 and 4. The
individual spectrum (see online Table) are shown in
Fig. 4. Note that we do not use the AMI-LA data
in our analysis since it suffers from contamination as
described in §3.5 which leads to large uncertainties
in the AMI-LA flux measurements. The VLA Ku-
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Figure 5. Model fitting of Eq. 4 in Chevalier (1998) to the ob-
served radio spectra containing information about the spectral
peak (using χ2 minimization fitting to each epoch separately;
see §5.1).
band data is also not included in our analysis here
(see §3.5).
To obtain the spectral peak and frequency, we fit
a generalized form of Eq. 4 in Chevalier (1998) to
the radio spectrum. The free parameters here are
Fνa (ta) and νa. The spectral index of the optically
thin regime, β, is also a free parameter in the fitted
model. Since we fit to a single epoch we use t = ta,
where t is the time of observation.
The spectral index of the optically thin synchrotron
emission is assumed to be a function of the electron
energy power-law index. In the non-cooling regime,
the spectral index is defined as β = −(p−1)/2. How-
ever, the estimation of the spectral index β and hence
p in our case has some limitations. Since in the first
three epochs the data do not span a wide enough fre-
quency range after the peak, we probably do not see
the radio emission settle fully onto the optically thin
regime. Thus, the best fit spectral indexes in these
epochs do not represent the real values well enough.
In addition, the spectral index of the electron energy
density may be effected by electron cooling as dis-
cussed in §5.4. When cooling is present the spectral
index will be steeper than what is expected according
to the p-based relation above. Due to these draw-
backs, in our analysis below, we use p = 3 based on
the average value observed in past stripped envelope
SNe (e.g., Chevalier & Fransson 2006; Soderberg et al.
2012; Horesh et al. 2013b). If p = 3 then the expected
spectral index is β = −1, which is the value we even-
tually observe at late times (§5.4). If the real p is in
the range 2.5 < p < 3.5, this will add an additional
uncertainty to our analysis below (see Table 4).
The results of the fitting procedure described above
are summarized in Table 4 (including the minimum
χ2r, where χ
2
r = χ
2/ dof, and dof=degrees of freedom),
and the observed radio emission together with the
best fit models are shown in Fig. 5. The radius of
the emitting shell and the magnetic field strength are
calculated using Eqs. 3 and 4 assuming equipartition
with e = B = 0.1 (see however the discussion of the
effect of non-equipartition on these estimates in §5.5),
and also assuming p = 3 (Table 4). The shockwave
velocity, early on, is on average ≈ 4× 104 km s−1 (see
however § 5.5). This velocity represents the velocity of
the leading edge of the SN ejecta and thus is expected
to be higher by a factor of a few than the photospheric
velocities measured using the optical emission which
originates from deeper and slower regions within the
SN ejecta. The velocity we measure here is a factor of
> 2 higher than the photospheric velocity we measure
at early times (§ 2.2).
A simple comparison diagnostic tool of the shock-
wave velocity is the so called Chevalier diagram
(e.g. Chevalier 1998). This is a diagram of the mea-
sured Lνa − taνa plane (where Lνa is the peak lu-
minosity), that is intersected by diagonal equal ve-
locity lines. We plot the radio peak measurement of
SN 2020oi (6 days after explosion) in Fig. 6, together
with a small sample of measurements of other Type
Ic SNe. As shown in the figure, the SN-CSM shock-
wave velocity of SN 2020oi is quite similar to the ones
measured in other normal Type Ic SNe.
We next assume that the CSM originate from stellar
winds. We also make the usual assumption that the
mass-loss rate and wind velocity were constant on av-
erage in the period of time during which the CSM that
the SN ejecta interacts with, was created. The CSM
in this case has a density structure of ρ ∝ M˙/(vwr2),
where M˙ is the mass-loss rate and vw is the wind ve-
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Figure 6. Chevalier’s diagram showing the peak luminosity
vs. peak frequency and time. Black circles mark other known
type Ic SNe. For SN 1990B, SN 1994I, SN 2001ig, SN 2002ap,
SN 2003L and SN 2003bg we used the reported values in Cheva-
lier & Fransson (2006). For SN 2009bb we used the value re-
ported by Soderberg et al. (2010a). For SN 2004cc we used the
value reported by Wellons et al. (2012). The red star marks
SN 2020oi as fitted to the spectrum, six days after explosion
(Table 4). Lines of equal R/t are plotted in blue, according to
Eq. 3.
locity. As the energy density of the magnetic energy
is a fraction of the shockwave energy density, which
depends on the CSM density, we can derive, using
the magnetic field strength and the shockwave radius
found above, the mass-loss rate
M˙ =5.2× 10−6
( B
0.1
)−1( B
1 G
)2
(
t
10 days
)2(
vw
1000 km s−1
)
M yr−1. (5)
Estimating the mass-loss rate alone requires an as-
sumption of the wind velocity. Stripped envelope SNe
are believed to originate from Wolf-Rayet stars which
have fast winds of the order of vw = 1000 km s
−1
(Chevalier & Fransson 2006; Smith 2014). Adopt-
ing the above wind velocity, we estimate the mass-
loss rate at various epochs (see Table 4). The aver-
age mass-loss rate from the progenitor of SN 2020oi is
M˙ = 1.2 × 10−5M yr−1 (see however § 5.5), which
is typical to normal Type Ic SNe (e.g. Chevalier &
Fransson 2006).
Table 4. SN2020oi - Radio spectral fits and the derived equipartition shockwave parameters
ta Fνa (ta) νa β χ
2
r (dof) R B vsh M˙
[Days] [mJy/beam] [GHz] [1015 cm] [G] [104 km s−1]
[
10−5 M yr−1
]
5 5.24± 0.51 31.4± 1.8 −1.04± 0.31 0.10 (1) 1.70± 0.26 3.33± 0.61 3.9± 1.3 1.4± 1.0
6 4.51± 0.61 23.7± 1.7 −0.53± 0.37 0.06 (8) 2.10± 0.35 2.55± 0.53 4.0± 1.2 1.2± 0.8
7 4.40± 0.84 20.4± 1.7 −0.77± 0.39 0.04 (9) 2.41± 0.44 2.21± 0.56 4.0± 1.1 1.3± 0.8
11 4.07± 0.78 12.6± 0.6 −1.31± 0.15 0.02 (5) 3.76± 0.64 1.37± 0.33 4.0± 0.9 1.2± 0.7
13 3.84± 0.39 9.89± 0.38 −1.25± 0.12 0.19 (9) 4.66± 0.83 1.08± 0.20 4.1± 0.9 1.0± 0.6
20.4± 1.8 2.21± 0.37 5.1 - 0.69 (3) 6.96± 1.70 0.59± 0.16 3.9± 1.0 0.8± 0.4
Table 4. The first five rows show a summary of the radio peak fit (using Eq. 4 in Chevalier 1998 and t = ta) at five separate epochs
and the derived measurements of the shockwave radius , the magnetic field strength (Eq. 3 and 4 respectively, assuming equipartition
and f = 0.5), the shockwave velocity (assuming vsh = R/ta) and, the mass-loss rate is calculated using Eq. 5 assuming wind velocity
of vw = 1000 km s
−1 and B = 0.1. The last row shows a summary of the radio peak fit (using Eq. 4 in Chevalier 1998 and ν = νa) for
the 5.1 GHz light curve measured by e-MERLIN. As we note above the radius and magnetic field here are calculated assuming p = 3.
An uncertainty of ∆p = ±0.5 will result in additional uncertainty of 17% and 27% in R (and thus also in vsh) and B, respectively.
Note, that a deviation from equipartition (as the one we discuss below) will significantly change the estimates of R, vsh, and B.
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5.2. Single Frequency Temporal Analysis
Here we perform analysis of the time evolution for
individual observed frequencies. At 5.1 GHz, the e-
MERLIN observations cover both the rising and de-
clining phases in the light curve. Thus, we model the
transition from optically thick to optically thin emis-
sion at this frequency. Due to the early peak time in
the higher observed frequencies, the VLA single fre-
quency light curves does not span a wide enough range
for a full light curve fit. Therefore, for those frequen-
cies we only fit a power law in time for the decaying
light curves observed by the VLA. Finally, we use the
time evolution power laws obtained by the VLA light
curves to evaluate the excessive emission contaminat-
ing the flux measurements obtained by AMI-LA.
The temporal evolution of the radio emission in
both the optically thick and thin regimes is modeled
with power-laws. Chevalier (1998) model 1 assumes
R ∼ tm and B ∼ t−1 and that the flux temporal
evolution is Fν ∼ tb where b = − (p+ 5− 6m) /2 (op-
tically thin regime) and Fν ∼ ta where a = 2m+ 0.5
(optically thick regime). These definitions of a and b
are valid if electron cooling does not effect the emis-
sion in the observed frequency.
We fit a generalized form of Eq. 4 in Chevalier
(1998) to the 5.1 GHz radio light curve measured by
e-MERLIN. The free parameters here are Fνa (ta), ta,
and the temporal power-law indexes a and b, defined
above. Since we fit a single frequency light curve, we
use ν = νa, where ν is the observed frequency. The
resulted power law index are a = 2.60 ± 0.32 and
b = −0.81 ± 0.17. The fitted peak flux at 5.1 GHz
is Fνa = 2.21 ± 0.37 mJy, at 20.4 ± 1.8 days after ex-
plosion (χ2r = 0.69, dof= 3). We used the peak at
5.1 GHz to calculate R, B, vsh and M˙ (we assume
p = 3, vsh = R/ta and vw = 1000 km s
−1) and we
report them in Table 4.
We now examine the time evolution of the radio
emission as it is manifested in the VLA K-, Ka- and
Q- bands. We use χ2 minimization to fit a power
law to the declining regimes of the light curves, start-
ing 11 days after explosion since the flux at earlier
epochs is around peak for all observed bands. We
divide our analysis into two regimes, first we fit for
times ≤ 22 days since our analysis suggests that elec-
tron cooling takes place up to this time (see §5.4).
We then fit a power law for times ≥ 35 days as
electron cooling is not significant anymore. The fit-
ting results in K-band and Ka-band using data from
11 to 22 days after explosion are b = −1.67 ± 0.14
(χ2r = 0.97, dof= 1) and b = −1.83± 0.10 (χ2r = 0.44,
dof= 1), respectively. When using data from 35 to
94 days after explosion the power law in the K-band
is b = −0.97 ± 0.10 (χ2r = 0.63, dof= 2), while in
the Ka-band we get b = −1.03 ± 0.26 (χ2r = 3.33,
dof= 2). The fit of Q-band data from 11 to 22 days
gives b = −1.37± 0.12 (χ2r = 2.2, dof= 2). This band
was observed again only 35 days after explosion and
was not detected.
In §3.5 we discussed the low angular resolution of
AMI-LA and the resulting quiescent underlying emis-
sion from the SN surrounding. To estimate this emis-
sion excess, we assume that the optically thin regime
of AMI-LA light curve behaves as a power law in time
plus a constant. To estimate the power law index we
fit the data acquired on 11 to 22 days after explo-
sion, at K-, Ka- and Q-bands, to a power law func-
tion of time. We use only this time period since the
flux measured by AMI-LA at later times is plateau-
ing and probably represents the somewhat constant
quiescent emission. In addition, as we show later in
§5.4, electron cooling is important in this time range
while later it becomes negligible. We then average
all these power laws to get an average power law in-
dex of bavg = −1.66 ± 0.28. We now fit the emission
measured by AMI-LA in the optically thin regime on
11.76 to 21.56 days after explosion, with the simple
function Fν = At
bavg + C. The result of this fit is
C = 8.0 ± 1.1 mJy (χ2r = 0.23, dof= 6), and it is
shown in Fig. 7. Hence, we estimate the underlying
constant emission evident in AMI-LA observations to
be 8.0± 1.1 mJy. Note, that the temporal power-law
evolution is expected to change over time (as evident
from fitting the temporal power-laws above in two dif-
ferent time periods) and the AMI fitting process does
not take this fully into account, as we lack informa-
tion about this varying evolution in the AMI band.
Moreover, the flux from the quiescent sources that
contaminate the AMI measurement, may experience
slight variations that also effect the results here.
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We subtract the constant emission based on the
above estimate and fit Eq. 4 in Chevalier (1998)
to the 15.5 GHz light curve measured by AMI-LA,
similar to the fit we performed to the e-MERLIN
data. We use AMI-LA measurements from the first
detection to 21.56 days after explosion only. The
resulted power law index are a = 2.1 ± 1.6 and
b = −1.75 ± 0.52. The fitted peak flux at 15.5 GHz
is Fνa = 5.33 ± 1.61 mJy, at 8.39 ± 1.49 days after
explosion (χ2r = 0.72, dof= 7). We used the peak
at 15.5 GHz to calculate R, B, vsh and M˙ (assuming
p = 3, vsh = R/ta and vw = 1000 km s
−1) and find
a rough (due to a large uncertainty) estimate of the
shockwave velocity of vsh ≈ 4.8 ± 1.4 × 104 km s−1.
While this velocity is somewhat higher than the ve-
locities we derived earlier on, this result is consistent
within 1σ of the previously measured velocities (see
Table 4). Moreover, as we note above, the fitting of
the AMI data should be treated with caution and so
should any estimated property that is based on it.
5.3. Broadband Spectrum Temporal Analysis
The full time and spectral evolution of the self-
absorbed synchrotron emission can be described by
introducing a parameterized model as the one shown
in Eq. 4 in Chevalier (1998). Below we perform a
multi-frequency multi-epoch χ2 minimization fit of
this model to the SN 2020oi radio data. The free pa-
rameters in this process are the peak flux Fνa (ta), its
frequency νa and the spectral index β. The power
laws of the light curve with time, a (optically thick)
and b (optically thin), are also free parameters in this
fitting process.
Since the full optically thick to optically thin spec-
trum seems to be captured only in the first three
observing epochs, we first use only those epochs in
a combined fit. Adopting ta = 7 days, our best fit
parameters are a peak flux of 4.38 ± 0.62 mJy and
frequency of 20.2 ± 4.0 GHz. The spectral index is
β = −0.72 ± 0.40, while the power laws of the op-
tically thick and thin regimes of the light curve are
a = 3.0 ± 1.0 and b = −1.4 ± 0.9, respectively. The
resulted χ2r in this case is 0.12 (dof= 24). The power
laws of the temporal evolution have large uncertain-
ties and therefor should be treated carefully. We then
evolve this fitted model to future time and extrap-
olate the radio emission expected in our additional
observing epochs. While our fit describes the first
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Figure 7. Radio emission as measured by AMI-LA and re-
ported in Table 2. Also plotted is the results of the fitting pro-
cess we conducted to estimate the constant underlying emission
and described in §5.2. The power law index of the flux with
time, bavg = −1.66±0.28, is an average of the power laws of the
different K, Ka and Q sub-bands. The coefficient A = 233±54
and the constant C = 8.0±1.1 mJy are product of the fit of the
function Fν = Atbavg +C to the flux measured by AMI-LA in
the optically thin regime.
three epochs well, as shown in the left panel of Fig.
8, it does a poor job in describing the emission at later
times. Also, the spectral index in later times is much
steeper than the spectral index early on. However, as
noted earlier (§ 5.1), the shallow spectral index in the
optically thin regime may be due to having data only
in frequencies that are very close to the radio peak
frequency. Thus, there is a good chance we are only
witnessing the transition to the optically thin regime.
In §5.4 we argue that electron cooling is in effect
in early times. However, it is most significant around
the optical peak luminosity which is after the first
three epochs. Additionally, we see some change in
the spectral index behaviour between the VLA data
obtained on days 11-22 and VLA data obtained af-
terwards. Thus, we next perform a fit to data that
we obtained between 11 to 24 days after explosion.
Adopting ta = 13 days here, our best fit parameters
are a peak flux of 3.75 ± 0.64 mJy and frequency of
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Figure 8. The left and the middle panels are showing model fitting of Eq. 4 in Chevalier (1998) to the spectra of SN 2020oi at
different epochs. We fit the peak parameters Fνa (ta) and νa, the spectral slope β and the time evolution slopes a and b. In the left
panel we assume ta = 7 days while in the middle panel we assume ta = 13 days. The left panel shows the results of fitting the first
three epochs only (solid), and the extrapolated spectra (dashed) at later times. The middle panel shows the results of fitting the
data taken 11 to 24 days after explosion (solid), and the extrapolated spectra (dashed) at different times. The right panel shows the
results of fitting a power law in frequency and time to the data starting 30 days after explosion. Since our late time observations do
not constrain the radio peak we cannot make use of the model fitted above. The fitted spectra is shown in the right panel (solid),
together with the extrapolated spectra (dashed) at early times.
10.6±1.4 GHz. The spectral index is β = −1.31±0.44,
while the power laws of the optically thick and thin
regimes of the light curve are a = 1.6 ± 1.1 and
b = −1.86 ± 0.63, respectively. The resulted χ2r in
this case is 0.26 (dof= 41). We note here, as in the
previous fit, that the power laws of the temporal evo-
lution have large uncertainties and therefor should be
treated carefully. The middle panel of Fig. 8 shows
our fitted model, including extrapolations of the ra-
dio emission at epochs that are not used in the fitting
process. As in the previous fit, the extrapolation of
the current model to earlier and later times does not
represent well the measurements at these times (see
discussion below).
We next examine the late time emission by fitting
flux measurements at times ≥ 35 days after explosion.
Since our observations at these times are not con-
straining the peak we do not fit the same model we
fitted above. Instead, we fit an optically thin emis-
sion which is described by a power law in frequency
and time, i.e., Fν (t) ∼ νβtb, where β and b are free
parameters. Our modeling suggests β = −1.14± 0.14
and b = −1.02±0.09 (χ2r = 1.64; dof= 62). The right
panel of Fig. 8 shows our fitted model, including ex-
trapolations of the radio emission model to epochs
not used in the fitting process. We do not show the
extrapolated lines of the first three epochs since they
exhibit the transition from optically thick to optically
thin emission. As the figure shows, while the data
can be described quite well by the model at times
≥ 35 days after explosion, the model prediction for
earlier time emission deviates significantly from the
observed radio emission.
The rapid temporal evolution shown in the middle
panel of Fig. 8 (between 11 and 24 days) is expected
as electron cooling is in effect. However, later on, the
time evolution approaches t−1 (as shown in the right
panel of Fig. 8) when the electron cooling no longer
effects the emission in the observed frequencies. This
is also the reason why the extrapolated radio emission
from each fit over or under-predicts the observed emis-
sion in the time preceding or following the time period
in which the fit was done. Since in addition to the
temporal behaviour variations, there is a large uncer-
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tainty in the temporal power-law parameters in each
fit, we refrain from using the combined temporal be-
haviour fits for estimating the shockwave parameters
(e.g., shockwave radius) as the uncertainty of these
estimates will be so large, it will render them useless.
Moreover, considering the single epoch modeling re-
sults together with the overall temporal behaviour of
the decreasing peak flux points to a deviation from the
standard simplistic model of a showckwave moving at
a constant velocity in a spherical CSM structure with
a density structure of ρcsm ∝ r−2. This might be ex-
plained by a shockwave traveling in a more complex
CSM density structure.
5.4. Electron Cooling
In the CSM interaction model described in §5 we
assumed a fixed electron energy power law of p = 3,
when translating the radio peak flux and frequency
measurements to estimates of R and B. We already
saw in the previous section that the spectral index
deviates from the expected value of β = −1 (if p = 3
and β = −[p− 1]/2). We further test this by measur-
ing the spectral slope β at the optically thin regime
at different times, starting from day 11 after explo-
sion. As discussed in §3.5, the observations in Ku-
band when the VLA was in D configuration, and in
C-band when it was in C configuration, are suffer-
ing from flux contamination. Therefore, we removed
these observations when fitting the power law to the
optically thin regime. The evolution of the spectral
slope in time is shown in Fig. 9.
As shown in the figure, the spectral index varies
with time. Between 11 to 22 days the spectral index is
steeper than the expected value of β = −1 (a similar
behaviour was observed in SN 2012aw; Yadav et al.
2014). A possible explanation for this behaviour is
electron cooling, either due to Synchrotron cooling or
inverse Compton cooling (see a discussion in Bjorns-
son & Fransson 2004). In these two former scenarios,
if the cooling timescale is shorter then the adiabatic
timescale, then the flux above a certain cooling fre-
quency is reduced compared to the non cooling SSA
only model, effectively leading to a steeper spectral
index. Also, it seems that after ∼ 40 days, the spec-
tral index settles onto a value of β ≈ −1.
The synchrotron cooling frequency is
νsyn cool =
18pimecqe
σ2TB
3t2
, (6)
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Figure 9. Spectral slope measured in different time by fitting
a power law to the optically thin regime of the spectrum. Ob-
servations of Ku-band when the VLA was in D configuration,
and of C- and lower frequency of X-bands when it was in C
configuration, were not used to fit the power law, as described
in §3.5
where me is the electron mass, qe is a unit charge, and
σT is the Thomson cross section. Using this equa-
tion with the values of the magnetic field we found in
§ 5.1, we find that the synchrotron cooling frequency
is νsyn cool > 200 GHz at all times and thus does not
effect the radio emission at the observed frequencies.
It is more probable then that inverse Compton cooling
is the dominant process here that leads to the steep
spectral index we observe.
In the inverse Compton case, the cooling frequency
is evolving as follows:
νcomp ≈ 0.324
(
Lbol
2× 1042 erg s−1
)−2 ( B
0.1
)1/2
(
M˙ [10−6M yr−1]
vw[10 km s−1]
)1/2 ( vsh
104 km s−1
)4
GHz
(7)
Note that the cooling frequency depends on B and
in addition the estimates of vsh and M˙ using the ra-
dio peak data also depends on the ratio between the
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micro-physical parameters (e/B). A constraint on
the inverse Compton cooling frequency can thus be
translated into a constraint on B , assuming a value
for e. In the case of SN 2020oi, we assume that
the Compton cooling frequency travels above our ob-
served range ≥ 40 GHz at roughly 30 − 40 days after
explosion. Using this in combination with the ob-
served bolometric luminosity estimate at that time
Lbol ∼ 2.7× 1041 erg s−1, and also assuming e ≈ 0.1,
results in the limit B . 0.0005. Thus we find that
there is deviation from equipartition with (e/B) &
200. This deviation from equipartition is similar to
the one found in both SN 2012aw and SN 2013df.
We next estimate the expected X-ray emission as a
result of the inverse Compton process. According to
Eq. 32 in Chevalier & Fransson (2006), and adopt-
ing a bolometric luminosity of ∼ 2.3 × 1042 erg s−1,
the expected inverse Compton X-ray emission is ≈
1.2 × 1039 erg s−1. As one can see, this is below our
observed limit of Lx < 10
40 erg s−1 (§ 4). Thus, un-
fortunately, deriving any additional constraints, using
the X-ray observations, is not possible here.
5.5. The effect on non-equipartition on shockwave
parameter estimates
The shockwave parameter estimates of Rp and Bp
and the derived estimates of vsh and M˙/vw in § 5.1 are
based on the equipartition assumption. The derived
values of these parameters will change once including
the deviation from equipartition that we find. Adopt-
ing (e/b) & 200 will result in the reduction of the
shockwave radius values by & 24% (and the shock-
wave velocity accordingly), the reduction the mag-
netic field strength value by & 67%, and the increase
in the M˙/vw value by a factor of & 12.
6. CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY
Here we report the early optical discovery of
SN 2020oi and present a detailed panchromatic mea-
surement set of the SN. In the optical we find that
SN 2020oi is a normal young Type Ic SN with early
photospheric velocity of ∼ 15, 000 km s−1. The se-
ries of optical spectra that we present shows a typical
evolution of a stripped envelope SN. In the X-ray, ob-
servations undertaken by the Swift satellite did not
reveal any bright X-ray SN emission. However, the
X-ray observations sensitivity is limited by the bright
existing background emission from the host galaxy.
Thus the X-ray observations only provide a weak con-
straint of LX ≤ 1040 erg s−1. In the radio a bright
mJy source is detected in observation undertaken by
several facilities.
The radio observations we present in this paper
were undertaken by the VLA, ATCA, e-MERLIN and
the AMI-LA telescopes. The observations resulted in
multi-epoch multi-frequency detailed measurements.
We analyse these measurements in several ways as-
suming a single shockwave model driven by the in-
teraction of the SN ejecta with the CSM (Chevalier
1998). We performed modeling of the radio data in
several ways including: single epoch spectral mod-
eling, single frequency modeling and spectral multi
epoch modeling.
Our modeling of the radio data points towards
a non-equipartition shockwave traveling in a dense
CSM environment. We find that on average the
shockwave is moving at a constant velocity, although
a standard constant velocity shockwave model alone
fail to reproduce the full data set. This may be ex-
plained by a slight deviation of the CSM density struc-
ture from a r−2 power-law function. If this is indeed
the case, this may suggest that the mass-loss rate had
been slowly changing. However, the lack of detailed
high-resolution data at low GHz frequencies limits the
analysis performed here, and does not allow a more
complex modeling.
Our radio dataset also exhibit a period in which
the spectral index in the optically thin regime become
rather steep. A possible explanation is the effect of
electron cooling by the inverse Compton process on
the observed spectrum. After about 40 days, the spec-
tral index becomes shallower and reached a value of
β ≈ −1, which is the typical spectral index observed
in stripped envelope SN when cooling is not in play.
We use the departure of the inverse Compton cooling
from our observing bands at ∼ 40 days to estimate
the ratio between two key microphysical parameters,
e/B & 200. Also, the relation between the spectral
index β and the electron energy distribution power-
law index p, β = −(p− 1)/2 is valid in the absence of
electron cooling, thus after ∼ 40 days. This points to
an index of p ≈ 3, which is the typical index observed
in Type Ic SNe (Chevalier & Fransson 2006).
Large deviations from equipartition in SN-CSM
shockwaves have been observed in the past in several
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cases (e.g SN 2011dh Soderberg et al. 2012; Horesh
et al. 2013b; SN 2012aw Yadav et al. 2014; SN 2013df
Kamble et al. 2016), although in other cases the
shockwave was found to be in equipartition (e.g.,
Bjornsson & Fransson 2004). Early high cadence
panchromatic observations played a key role in iden-
tifying these deviations. In many other cases, there is
not enough information to determine whether there
is a deviation from equipartition. In these cases,
the derived shockwave and CSM parameters may not
truly represent their real values. Here, for exam-
ple, the shockwave velocity estimate is lowered from
≈ 4 × 104 km s−1 to ≈ 3 × 104 km s−1 when taking
into account the deviation from equipartition. As for
the mass-loss rate estimate, the effect on it is much
greater, and in our case it increases by a factor of
> 12! The question why some SN shockwaves exhibit
equipartition while other show large deviations from
equiparition still remains an open question. Before
attempting to answer this question, a better charac-
terization of a large sample of SNe at early times.
Overall, SN 2020oi is a normal Type Ic SN in optical
wavebands, with a somewhat non standard evolution
of its radio emission. The SN-CSM shockwave we
find in our analysis suggest velocities in the range of
3 − 4 × 104 km s−1, which is typical of Type Ic SNe.
The mass-loss rate we deduce including the devia-
tion from equipartition is on the higher end of the
mass-loss rate in stripped envelope SN, but not in
any extreme way (Smith 2014). Detailed panchro-
matic observational campaigns, such as the one un-
dertaken here, are required to build a large sample
of well-characterized stripped envelope SNe that may
be used to search for answers to some of the open
questions in the field of SNe.
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